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Role of communications in laboratory safety:
“Rainbow” flame tests



Incidents were adding up



And then one in ACS’s backyard



Initial news reports
WJLA/ABC 7: S

Students come together at WT Woodson High 
School after chemistry class fire injures 6



Communicating via general media

• ACS communications office provided CCS 
information about flame tests to media

• Tried unsuccessfully to find an ACS member 
to appear on camera

• Scheduled interviews for Mary Kirchhoff, 
then director of education division
• Two on-camera interviews, Saturday & 

Monday
• Little information, had to be careful with 

language: “If it was a rainbow demo…”



Main message:

Live demos and hands-on 
experiments are valuable and 
necessary, but they must be done 
in a way that's safe.



NBC4: American Chemistry Society Warns Against 
Some Classroom Experiments



WJLA/ABC7: 7 ON YOUR SIDE investigates potentially 
dangerous rainbow experiment

• Kristen Kulinowski, Chemical Safety Board
• Kim Duncan, ACS
• Mary Kirchhoff, ACS



Communicating via video
• Concurrently, group effort within ACS to produce a 

video for YouTube showing safer procedure, 
tagged to turn up in searches
• Education: Actual demo in lab space
• Communications: Video filming & editing, 

publicity
• C&EN and CHAS: Procedure review





A Safer "Rainbow Flame" Demo for the Classroom



Communicating via print
• NFPA Standard 45 presentation at ACS National 

Meeting in Boston
• Turn that into infographic, package with story:

• # of incidents, people injured
• Effects on people
• Recommendations from NFPA, CSB, etc.
• Comments from teachers of teachers 







How to make chemistry classroom demonstrations 
and experiments safer

• Photo from Calais 
Weber Biery incident

• List of free resources
• Embedded ACS flame 

test video
• Embedded CSB video
• PDF of print
• Outside paywall
• cenm.ag/labdemo



Effectiveness?
• C&EN circulation: ~300,000
• Web analytics: 12,613 views, 4m55s on page

• PDF shares: ???
• Feedback from readers: Comments and emails
• News reports: Fewer? (but preschool!)



On the other hand…
Students in my high school 
chemistry class were tasked 
with trying to develop an 
alcohol burner/stove that 
could boil 100 mL of H2O in a 
400 mL [beaker] the fastest. 
This group used denatured 
alcohol and had a dual burner 
system. Water boiled in 2 min 
and 38 seconds. Students 
learned to cut aluminum cans, 
develop a plan, and 
implement it.
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